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      Lecture III Logic of Suspension Formal Representations Proposals and Problems Or: a brief introduction to formal epistemology suspension of judgment Nature mere non-belief Privative! direct indirect Justification justification justification chance vagueness balance low weight How can we formally represent suspension of belief ? Bayesianism? Degrees of Belief Key Assumption: There is a fundamental psychological attitude called degree of belief, sometimes confidence or credence, that can be represented by numbers in the [0,1] interval. What are degrees of belief ? Fair betting ratios cr(p) is the highest price one is willing to pay for a bet that returns €1 if p, €0 if p. Bayesianism The degrees of belief of rational agents satisfy the axioms of probability theory. (here: only synchronic norms) Axioms (A. Kolmogorov) W: set of possible worlds p, q ⊆ W are propositions Positivity: cr(p) ≥ 0 Unitarity: cr(W) = 1 Additivity: cr(pq) = cr(p) + cr(q), if pq =  Bayesianism Justification: Dutch Book Argument cr(p) = 0.8, cr(p) = 0.4 p p Bet 1 -0.8 + 1 -0.8 Bet 2 -0.4 -0.4 + 1 Total -0.2 -0.2 Bayesianism Justification: Accuracy Argument (J. Joyce 1998) A credence function obeys the probability calculus if and only if: there exists no alternative credence function that is at least as accurate in each, and strictly more accurate in some, possible world. Relation between degrees of belief and belief ? Belief as credence 1? B(p) iff cr(p) = 1? o Excludes that we believe some things more strongly than others. o We have to accept every bet on everything we believe. o We cannot give up anything we believe. Belief as credence 1? Suspension: sus(p) iff cr(p) (0, 1)? o Highly implausible: we have to suspend belief on almost everything. Lockean Thesis S believes that p iff cr(p) ≥ t (with t  (0.5, 1)) disbelief suspension belief 0 1-t t 1 S suspends belief about p iff 1-t  cr(p)  t Lottery Paradox 100 tickets; one winning ticket. Let t = 0.9 cr(ticket x loses) = 99/100 (for all x)  B(ticket x loses) Closure under conjunction: B(ticket 1 loses & … & ticket 100 loses) But: B(one ticket wins) Imprecise Bayesianism: Motivation total ignorance vs. knowledge of chance cr(heads) = 0.5? Imprecise Bayesianism Belief state represented by a set of probability functions. Degree of belief in p modeled not with a point-valued credence but a credence interval. Imprecise Bayesianism: Motivation total ignorance vs. knowledge of chance cr(heads) = [0,1] vs. cr(heads) = 0.5 Imprecise Bayesianism The size of the interval models the degree of suspension. (e.g. Sturgeon 2008, 2010) Some worries: o cr(p) = 0.5? o position of the interval? Ranking Theory Let  be a Boolean algebra of propositions over a space W of possible worlds. Then κ is a negative ranking function for  iff κ is a function from  into ℕ∪{∞} such that for all A, B ∈ : κ(W) = 0, κ(∅) = ∞, κ(A ∪ B) = min{κ(A), κ (B)}. Ranking Theory Negative ranking function: degrees of disbelief. S disbelieves A iff κ(A) > 0. S believes A iff κ(not-A) > 0. B: Tweety is a bird. P: Tweety is a penguin. F: Tweety can fly. B & non-P B&P Non-B & non-P Non-B & P F 0 4 0 11 Non-F 2 1 0 8 Tweety is a bird, no penguin, and can fly, or Tweety is no bird and no penguin. Ranking Theory Negative ranking function: degrees of disbelief. S suspends belief about A iff κ(A) = 0 and κ(not-A) = 0. We can introduce ‘degrees of suspension’ as follows (let t ∈ ℕ, t > 0). S disbelieves A iff κ(A) > t. S believes A iff κ(non-A) > t. S suspends belief on A iff κ(A) ≤ t and κ(non-A) ≤ t. Breakout Rooms Pair and Share Lecture IV Logic of Suspension No Unique Logic of Suspension? Is there a unique logic of suspension? Is there a unique formal representation of suspension? A closer look at two examples of directly justified suspension… Chance Vagueness & & = Susch(p) & Susch(q)  Susch(p&q) Susv(p) & Susv(q)  Susv(p&q) (p, q independent) (Full) suspension in p and q individually, but: different rational attitudes towards p&q.  Logic of suspension depends on how/why one suspends.  No uniform logic/formal representation of suspension. An argument from rational decision making… Café Chance Café Chance Café en Vague Café en Vague Café l‘ignorance In all three cases, you fully suspend belief with respect to the coffee is hot, but: different rational decisions (with same preferences).  Rational decisions do not only depend on whether one suspends, but on how/why one suspends.  No uniform formal representation of suspension. 
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